Chapter 11

Combining Object-Oriented and
Generic Programming Models
We can solve any problem by introducing an extra level of indirection Butler Lampson

11.1

Introduction and Objectives

In this chapter we implement patterns and design blueprints using a combination of objectoriented and generic programming models. The process of mapping patterns to code is well
documented (see GOF 1995; for examples in computational finance, see also Duffy 2004 and
Duffy 2006). However, the literature tends to focus on using the object-oriented approach with
its emphasis on inheritance and subtype polymorphism while many of the GOF patterns can be
implemented as C++ template classes using parametric polymorphism. We review the possibilities, choices and the consequences of their use in applications.
We use template classes and function templates in this book to help us create reusable code
and frameworks. It is for this reason that we devote a chapter to generic programming and
its integration with the object-oriented model. This chapter also extends a number of objectoriented and generic patterns from Alexandrescu 2001 and GOF 1995 and we apply the new
results to financial applications.
We discuss the following topics in this chapter:
• Choosing between compile-time and run-time structures.
• Using template classes to write reusable components.
• Template member functions; template template parameters.
• Traits classes.
• Policy-based design using templates.
• Combining object-oriented programming (OOP) and generic programming (GP) models.
• Template-based Design Patterns.
This list of techniques forms the building blocks when we design and implement C++ applications.
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11.2

Using Templates to implement Components

This section discusses the various ways of implementing template classes. It can be seen as a
summary of some useful features from the C++ language. The fundamental questions and action
points that we resolve when developing a software module or component are:
• A1: What are its (potential) client components?
• A2: What are its (potential) server components?
• A3: Do we define clients and servers at run-time or compile at time?
• A4: How do client and servers communicate?
In general, these are dimensions that all developers address in their daily work. The advantage of
addressing these issues and choosing the appropriate C++ code to realize them will help us create
flexible software that satisfies current (and future) requirements. This will become even more
evident when we discover that an arbitrary software application is a network of communicating
components and that the communication mechanism is built on a provides-requires metaphor; in
other words, for each software module we determine the services it provides to (potential) clients
and the services it needs or requires.
Let us consider the case where we wish to generate a component that provides functionality
in the form of member functions and that requires functionality from other components. We call
these the client and server components, respectively. We address the fundamental design issues:
• A5: What kinds of interfaces does the server component offer to potential clients?
• A6: Does the client component have explicit knowledge of its own server components?
• A7: Do we wish to have run-time or compile-time behaviour?
We first examine the structural relationships between client and server components. The main
relationships are inheritance, composition and it also possible to use a server object as a parameter in a client member function. The next step is to decide if the client has explicit knowledge
of the names of its servers (as in the OOP approach) or if it interfaces with a generic data type.
The specific server type needs to be instantiated at some stage and in the case of template classes
this takes place using template instantiation. It is possible to combine OOP and GP to create
inheritance and composition structures.
Having defined client-server relationships between components we now determine how they
interact. In practical terms, a client component calls a member function in a server component
and to this end, we address the following issues:
• A8: The name of the function.
• A9: The input parameters of the functions.
• A10: The return type of the functions.
The major challenge is to determine if we need generic, extendible and flexible parameters and
return types or whether hard-coded parameters and return types are sufficient. Finally, we need
some way of grouping collections of functions to form interfaces:
• A11: Gather functions into logically related interfaces.
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We address the action points A1 to A11 in this chapter and we show how to realize them using
a combination of generic and object-oriented programming techniques. We give a number of
examples to show how to apply design techniques when building software frameworks for the
Monte Carlo method.
The above discussion on designing software based on the generic programming model is being
researched by the developers of the C++ standard. In due time the results of this research will
become part of the C++ language and this will make it easier to support the above action points
A1 to A11. In short, the heart of generic programming is the separation of data structures
(containers) and algorithms. Algorithms assume a certain interface with a data structure and
the latter specifies syntactic and semantic conditions. The set of these requirements is called a
concept. Another way of stating this fact is that a concept expresses the requirements of a generic
implementation. We take an example from numerical linear algebra that computes the largest
eigenvalue of a matrix by the Power Method. We do not go into the steps and details of the
corresponding algorithm here but the code for this method will work with matrices and vectors
so long as they implement (or model ) the contract consisting of the following functions: vector
inner product, vector-scalar product, vector subtraction, the Euclidean norm and vector-scalar
division.

11.3

Templates versus Inheritance, Run-Time versus CompileTime

A fundamental issue when developing object-oriented and generic software systems lies in determining how a given class (that we call the client) delegates to another class (that we call the
server ). The client may need to know about the existence of the server at run-time or compile
time and furthermore we can choose to make the server known to the client. There are four main
scenarios:
1. Client has a server base class pointer as (private) member data (stateful, non-templated).
2. Client is a template class using template template mechanism (stateful, templated).
3. Client has a non-template base class reference as input argument in its member function
(stateless, non-templated).
4. Client has a template object as input argument in one of its member function (stateless,
templated). This is called a template member function.
We take a simple but illustrative example to show how to create client and server classes using
object-oriented and generic programming techniques. The relevant diagram is Figure 11.1 and
we first discuss part (a) of that diagram. An instance of the class C is composed of an S1 instance
and it has a dependency on an instance of class S2. These two latter classes have polymorphic
functions to which C delegates. This is a common configuration in many applications and it is
in fact the way in which many design patterns are implemented. The source code for the server
classes in Figure 11.1(a) is:
struct S1
{
S1() {}
virtual int func1() const = 0;
};
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Figure 11.1: Clients and Servers

struct S11 : public S1
{
int func1() const
{
return +99;
}
};
struct S2
{
S2() {}
virtual int func1() const = 0;
};
struct S21 : public S2
{
int func1() const
{
return -99;
}
};

The code for the client class C is given by:
class C
{ // Client class
private:
S1* m_srv;
C() { m_srv = 0;}
public:
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C(S1& s1) { m_srv = &s1;}
// Functions that use delegation
int func1() { return m_srv->func1();} // Stateful variant
int func2(S2& s2) { return s2.func1();} // Stateless variant
};

We can then use these classes as follows:
S1* s1 = new S11;
S2* s2 = new S21;
// OOP variant
C myC(*s1);
cout << myC.func1() << endl;
cout << myC.func2(*s2) << endl;
delete s1; delete s2;

It is possible to extend the functionality of this configuration by creating derived classes of S1
and S2 as well as implementing their pure functions. This is a well-known approach. However,
we achieve the same effects by using templates, as shown in Figure 11.1(b). In this case the
client class GenericC has a template parameter S1 whose policy is to implement a function that
the client expects. Furthermore, we use a template member function to implement the desired
functionality of S2:
template <typename S1>
class GenericC
{ // Generic version
private:
S1* m_srv;
GenericC() { m_srv = T();}
public:
GenericC(S1& server) { m_srv = &server;}
// Functions that use delegation
int func1() { return m_srv->func1();}

// Stateful variant

template <typename S2>
// Template member function
int func2(S2& s2) { return s2.func1();} // Stateless variant
};

In this case the client has no knowledge of its specific server classes; it will work with any classes
that implement the functions func1() and func2(). In particular, it will operate with the classes
S1 and S2 as well as any class that implement the function func1() with class:
struct AnotherClass
{
int func1() const
{
return +77;
}
};

An example of use shows that we can achieve the same functionality that we achieved using
OOP:
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// GP variant
GenericC<S1> myGC(*s1);
cout << myGC.func1() << endl;
cout << myGC.func2<S2>(*s2) << endl;
// Choose implementation using template member function
AnotherClass other;
cout << myGC.func2<AnotherClass>(other) << endl;

Finally, we can create a second template class by promoting the status of the template parameter
S2 in the template memberfunction GenericC::func2() to that of a class template parameter
as shown in Figure 11.1(c):
template <typename S1, typename S2>
class GenericC2
{ // Generic version 2
private:
S1* m_srv;
GenericC2() { m_srv = S1();}
public:
GenericC2(S1& server) { m_srv = &server;}
// Functions that use delegation
int func1() { return m_srv->func1();}

// Stateful variant

// NON-template member function
int func2(S2& s2) { return s2.func1();}

// Stateless variant

};

We now give an example of how to use this class:
GenericC2<S1, AnotherClass> myGC2(*s1);
cout << myGC2.func1() << endl;
cout << myGC2.func2(other) << endl;

Finally, we note that all solutions use the provide-require metaphor; in this case the client C uses
the functions in the classes S1 and S2 . We show this behavioural relationship using a UML
component diagram in 11.1(d).
On a related issue, the experience gained when migrating an object-oriented solution (as
depicted in Figure 11.1(a)) to a templated one (as depicted in 11.1(b) or Figure 11.1(c)) can be
applied in more general cases. This could be a useful way to upgrade your non-templated code
to support a wider range of data types.

11.4

Advanced C++ Templates

In this section we give an overview of a number of useful techniques that C++ supports and
that we use to promote the reusability and robustness of templates classes and functions.

11.4.1

Default Values for Template Parameters

When creating template classes with several template parameters it is possible to define default
policy by allowing the developer the option of not having to provide all template parameters. In
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other words, template parameters are used to express policies and traits (we shall discuss traits
in detail in section 11.5). The default argument provides the most common or default policy. To
give an example, we examine a class for one-dimensional vectors:
template <typename Value = double, int N = 10>
class SimpleVector
{ // Simple vector class
private:
Value arr[N];
public:
// member functions
};

In this case there are two default parameters. Thus, it is possible to create vectors with two,
one or zero parameters, for example:
SimpleVector<double, 20> vec1;
SimpleVector<string> vec2;
SimpleVector<> vec3;

In this case the first vector contains 20 doubles; the second vector contains 10 strings while
the third vector contains 10 doubles.
We note that default template arguments can be user-defined types. For example, the following declaration defines a matrix class in which the default structure is a full matrix (see Duffy
2004 where we introduced this class):
template <class V, class I=int, class S=FullMatrix<V> >
class Matrix
{// Default structure is FullArray. Default integral type is int.
private:
S m_structure;
I m_rowstart;
I m_columnstart;

// The array structure
// The row start index
// The column start index

// Redundant data
I nr, nc;
public:
//
};

The main advantage of using default template parameters in code is that it reduces cognitive
overload by allowing the developer to use the most common policy in a transparent way. Both
the STL and boost libraries use this feature.

11.4.2

Template nesting

An effective way to create new generic data structures is to use template classes as parameters
for other template classes. We say that one class is nested in another one. We speak of an outer
class and an inner class.
Nesting promotes reusability because the new nested classes can be used in a variety of
situations. Furthermore, the amount of testing and debugging is reduced because we are creating
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a class from existing classes. The only thing to watch out for is that the template parameters
must be compatible, in particular that the interface of the inner class conforms to the type that
the outer class expects. For example, a templated vector class that expects a numeric underlying
type cannot be specialised using strings because the vector class would expect the string class
to have mathematical operators for addition, subtraction and multiplication, which it does not
have.
We take an example to show the power of nesting. Let us consider creating a compile-time
sparse matrix class. In the past, this would have been a non-trivial task in the C language but
thanks to templates and STL we can create such a data structure in a few lines of code. To this
end, we view a sparse matrix as a map of maps. We specialise the underlying parameter types
for convenience only and we define a synonym for readability purposes:
// Specific data types, can be generalised
typedef map<int, double> SparseRow;

Now we define a sparse matrix structure as follows:
template <int N> struct SparseMatrix
{ // Compile-time matrix (stack-based)
map<int, SparseRow> data;
};

The complete code can be found on the CD. We now take an example of using this class. In
this case we create a sparse matrix by populating its rows. We also print the sparse matrix using
the following function:
template <int N> void print(const SparseMatrix<N>& sm)
{
SparseRow sr;
SparseRow::const_iterator it;
for (int row = 0; row < N; ++row)
{
SparseRow sr = sm.data[row];
// Now iterate over row
for (it=sm.data[row].begin();it!=sm.data[row].end(); ++it)
{
cout << (*it).second << ", ";
}
cout << endl;
}
}

The code for initialization is:
int main()
{
const N = 500000;
// Create some rows
SparseRow current;
current.insert(pair<int, double> (0, -2.0));
current.insert(pair<int, double> (1, 1.0));
// Create a sparse matrix and populate its first row
SparseMatrix<N> sparseMat;
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sparseMat.data[0] = current;
int currentIndex = 0;
// Populate the matrix with multiple rows
for (int row = 1; row < N-1; row++)
{
current.clear();
current.insert(pair<int, double> (currentIndex, 1.0));
current.insert(pair<int, double> (currentIndex+1, -2.0));
current.insert(pair<int, double> (currentIndex+2, 1.0));
sparseMat.data[row] = current;
currentIndex++;
}
print(sparseMat);
return 0;
}

This sample shows how it is possible to write reliable and flexible code using C++ templates.
There are a number of applications where nested classes are used to good effect:
• Modelling complex volatility surfaces, for example two-dimensional data structures where
the first dimension represents the expiry date and the second dimension represents strike
price.
• Modelling a variety of matrix structure and pattern types (as discussed in Duffy 2004).
• Statistical information needed in Monte Carlo simulations for example, matrices containing
path information and data structures to hold information such as standard deviation and
standard error.
• Modelling data pertaining to discrete monitoring dates and the modeling of payoff functions. For example, when modelling real options we could choose a data structure such as
map<DatasimDate, vector<T> >.

11.4.3

Template Member Functions

A template member function can be defined in any class to add an extra template parameter
to one of the class’ member functions. In other words, we define a member function that uses
one or more additional template parameters besides those defined in the class containing that
member function. For example, returning to the example in section 11.4.1, let us suppose that
we wish to multiply the elements of a vector by a scalar; this scalar belongs to a so-called field
type and the corresponding template member function is defined as follows:
// Member function version
template <typename F> void
{
for (int i= 0; i < N;
{
arr[i] = scalar
}
}

of the scaling function
scale(const F& scalar)
++i)
* arr[i];
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An example of use is:
// Multiplication by a scalar
double value = 10.0;
SimpleVector<double, 6> vec4(value);
// Now scale using a member function; notice the use of data type
vec4.scale<double>(factor);
vec4.print();

Please note that in the call to the scaling function we have inserted the type of the scaling
factor. This makes calls unambiguous and ensures that we do not get cryptic compiler error
messages. Finally, another example is to define a scaling function (non-member) using operator
overloading:
// Premultiplication by a field value
template <typename F> SimpleVector<Value, N>
friend operator * (const F& scalar,
const SimpleVector<Value, N>& myArray)
{
SimpleVector<Value, N> result;
for (int i= 0; i < N; ++i)
{
result.arr[i] = scalar * myArray.arr[i];
}
return result;
}

An example of use is:
// Scale using a templated friend function
double factor = 0.5;
SimpleVector<double, 6> scaledVector = factor * vec4;
scaledVector.print();

Another important application of template member functions is when the associated generic
data type is a function object. In that case we can implement a compile-time version of the
Strategy pattern. We discuss this topic in chapter 21.

11.4.4

Partial Template Specialisation

Partial template specialisation is a particular form of class template specialisation. It allows
the programmer to specialize only some arguments of a class template, as opposed to explicit
specialisation, where all the template arguments are specialised. We take an example of a class
that calculates Fibonacci numbers (in real life we would not program them in this way). We
define a template class as follows:
template <unsigned N>
struct Fibonacci
{
enum { value = Fibonacci<N-1>::value + Fibonacci<N-2>::value};
};

This is an implementation of the recursive scheme for calculating Fibonaccci numbers. We need
two initial values and we calculate them using specialisations of the above template class:
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template <> struct Fibonacci<0>
{
enum { value = 0 };
};

And
template <> struct Fibonacci<1>
{
enum { value = 1 };
};

What is going on here? By default, a template gives a single definition to be used for every
template argument (or combination of template arguments). We wish to customise this default
behaviour by using an implementation that overrules a default implementation by a specific one.
This is what we have done when implementing the Fibonacci classes in the cases n = 0 and
n = 1.
An example of use is:
int main()
{
cout << Fibonacci<21>::value << endl;
return 0;
}

In general, it is possible to specialise one or more parameters in template classes by specific
parameter types.

11.4.5

Template Template parameters

This is a relatively new feature in C++ and at first sight it may not be obvious why we would
need it or how it actually works. Let us take the example of a generic collection class without
using template template parameters. The code for the class is on the CD and for now the relevant
information is given by:
template<typename T, typename Container = vector<T> >
class MyCollection2
{ // Generic class without using ’template template’ parameters
private:
// This is the implementation class of the Collection
Container items;
public:
MyCollection2()
{
items = Container();
}
void add(T const& t)
{
items.push_back(t);
}
T operator [](int index) const
{
typedef typename Container::const_iterator Iter;
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for(Iter i = items.begin(); i != items.end(); ++i, --index)
{
if(index == 0)
return *i;
}
throw runtime_error("Index out of bounds");
}
void clear()
{
items.clear();
}
int size() const
{
return items.size();
}

};

We can now instantiate this class in the usual way. For example, the following code creates a
collection of strings:
// Second alternative
MyCollection2 <string, list<string> > coll3;
coll3.add("D");
coll3.add("E");
coll3.add("F"); cout << endl;
for (int j = 0; j < coll3.size(); ++j)
{
cout << coll3[j] << ", ";
}

So far, so good, but now comes the nasty part; what happens if the first underlying type is
different from the underlying type associated with the container? At best we will get a compiler
error and at worst we run the real risk of loss of precision by copying a double to an int, as in
the example:
MyCollection2 <double, list<int> > coll4;
coll4.add(2.0);
coll4.add(3.0);
coll4.add(4.888); cout << endl;
for (int j = 0; j < coll4.size(); ++j)
{
cout << coll4[j] << ", ";
}

What we would really like to write is the following: MyCollection2 <double, list> coll4;
However, this syntax leads to a compiler error and one solution to the problem is to use the socalled template-template parameter feature. In this case we define a new collection class as
follows:
template<typename T,
template <typename S, typename Alloc> class Collection,
typename TAlloc = allocator<T> >
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class MyCollection
{
private:
Collection<T, TAlloc> items;
public:
MyCollection()
{
items = Collection<T, TAlloc>();
}
void add(T const& t)
{
items.push_back(t);
}
T operator [](int index) const
{
typedef typename Collection<T>::const_iterator Iter;
for(Iter i = items.begin(); i != items.end(); ++i, --index)
{
if(index == 0)
return *i;
}
throw runtime_error("Index out of bounds");
}
void clear()
{
items.clear();
}
int size() const
{
return items.size();
}
};

In this case we define a template that accepts a parameter that is itself the name of a template,
thus:
template<typename T,
template <typename S, typename Alloc> class Collection, typename TAlloc = allocator<T> >

where the first parameter T is the underlying type, the second parameter Collection is the
collection that will hold data and the last parameter TAlloc is the allocator which is a memory
model. It is used as an abstraction to translate the need to use memory into a raw call for
memory (see Josuttis 1999). Now, we can create specific collections without getting compiler
errors or suffering a loss in precision:
// Produce a list of strings
MyCollection<string, list> coll2;
coll2.add("A");
coll2.add("B");
coll2.add("C"); cout << endl;
for (int j = 0; j < coll2.size(); ++j)
{
cout << coll2[j] << ", ";
}
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Template template parameters represent a way to implement policies and we can use them to
create compile-time Bridge patterns. A policy is a description of what a class expects of, or
requires from its server classes.

11.5

Traits and Policy-based Design

We introduce two design techniques that are used in many C++ libraries and applications. In
particular, we can implement components with their associated (provided and required) interfaces
using so-called policies while traits are small objects whose main purpose is to encapsulate specific
structure.
For an introduction to traits and policies, see Alexandrescu 2001.

11.5.1

Traits

In general, a trait is a small object whose main purpose is to carry information used by another
object or algorithm, thus allowing us to determine ”policy” or ”implementation details”. The
main reason for using a trait is to provide a consistent interface to clients and to avoid embedding
magic numbers in code. We take an example and let us suppose that we wish to create a portable
linear congruential pseudo-random number generator (LCG) defined by the recursion (Kloeden
1997, Andrews 1994). In practice, we would not implement LCGs but instead use the boost
Random Number Library, for example:
Xn+1 = aXn + b (mod c) with X0 given (the seed)

(11.1)

This formula generates a sequence of integer values in the range (0, c − 1) and these are
the remainders when the term aXn + b is divided by c. Different values of a, b, c and X0
will lead to different sequences. In practice, the choice depends on a number of factors such as
the hardware being used, for example. When developing code that uses LCGs we would like
it to be independent of any specific values of the above parameters and to this end we create
traits or template baggage classes that encapsulate specific and consistent combinations of these
parameters. The traits class will be generic because it depends on one or more generic parameters
which, when instantiated will deliver the specific values for a, b, c and X0 . We must be careful
because certain combinations lead to sequences with negative values and hence will not produce
uniform numbers:
0 < c (modulus)
0 ≤ a < c (multiplier)
0 ≤ b < c (increment)
0 ≤ X0 < c (the seed)

(11.2)

LCGs can produce reasonable pseudo-random numbers but the quality is highly dependent
on the choices of a, b, and c. Having produced the sequence in equation (11.1) we can now
produce a sequence of numbers that seem to be uniformly distributed on the unit interval [0, 1]
by defining the numbers:
Un = Xn /c
We now discuss how to model LCGs using C++. In particular, we localize the different sets of
parameters in structures, thus avoiding magic numbers, switch statements and the use of default
values in constructors and member functions. To this end, we create traits types and classes; in
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this we use an integer as template parameter. In this particular case we have created an empty
template class although in general it would contain members for default behaviour:
template <int ParameterType> struct LCG_traits {};

We have created some specific classes by instantiating this template class. The values of the
parameters correspond to some well-known models from the literature:
template <> struct LCG_traits<1>
{ // Kloeden page 9, example
long a; long b; long c;
LCG_traits<1>()
{
a = 1229; b = 1; c = 2048;
}
};
template <> struct LCG_traits<2>
{ // IBM 360 parameters (Park and Miller), not perfect
long a; long b; long c;
LCG_traits<2>()
{
a = 16807;
b = 0;
c = 2147483647;
}

// 7^5
// long(pow(2.0, 31)) - 1;is a prime number

};
template <> struct LCG_traits<3>
{ // Numerical Recipes recommendation
long a; long b; long c;
LCG_traits<3>()
{
a = 16807;
// 1664525;
b = 1;
// 013904223;
c = 2048;
// TOO BIG for initial X0 long(pow(2.0, 32));
}
};

Having created the traits classes we must determine how to use them in client code. To this
end, we create a template class that models LCGs as defined in equation (11.1). The interface
is given by:
template <int Type> struct LCGClient
{ // A simple class to show to generate a sequence of numbers that seem
// to be uniformly disributed on [0,1]
private:
LCG_traits<Type> traits;
long X0;
public:
LCGClient()
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{
// Define the specific parameters
traits = LCG_traits<Type>();
X0 = 0;
}
void InitSeed()
{
// Initialise seed
// Call ONCE ONCE ONCE before other ’generator’ functions
srand((unsigned) time (0));
// Get the seed
X0 = rand();
}
void print() const
{
cout << "\na, b, c: (" << traits.a << "," << traits.b
<< "," << traits.c << ")" << endl;
cout << "Seed value: " << X0 << endl;
}
Vector<double, long> RandomSequence(long N)
{
// Generate N U(0,1) random numbers
// In practice use ran0, ran1 or other generator
long si = 0; // Start index
Vector<double, long> result (N, si);
// Recursion
long Xn, Xnm1;
Xnm1 = X0;
for (long n = result.MinIndex();n <= result.MaxIndex();++n)
{ // In practice use ran0, ran1 code
Xn = (traits.a * Xnm1 + traits.b) % traits.c;
result[n] = Xn / double (traits.c);
Xnm1 = Xn;
}
return result;
}

};

We thus created have a class that can use different sets of parameters in a non-intrusive way;
there is no if-else-then code that needs to modified when we wish to define or use a new set of
parameters. Instead, we create a new instantiated traits class. An example of use shows what
we mean; in this case we create vectors of uniform numbers based on the different parameter
sets:
long N = 20;
Vector<double, long> randomVector(N);
LCGClient<1> c1; c1.InitSeed();
randomVector = c1.RandomSequence(N);
print(randomVector);
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c1.print();
LCGClient<2> c2; c2.InitSeed();
randomVector = c2.RandomSequence(N);
print(randomVector);
c2.print();
LCGClient<3> c3; c3.InitSeed();
randomVector = c3.RandomSequence(N);
print(randomVector);
c3.print();

You can use this code in order to experiment with the random number generation process. It
was written for pedagogical reasons only. In general, we prefer to use the library functions in
boost. In practice, the function rand() produces terrible results.
We are now finished with the first example of using traits in the context of Monte Carlo
applications and frameworks. In order to find traits for your code we suggest the following tips:
• Traits deal with structural issues such as member data, default values in functions and
similar characteristics where the structure is the same but the specific values are different.
• Traits are small and are used by client code to determine ’policy’ or enforce a consistent
interface.
• Traits are compile-time mechanisms and they eliminate the need for run-time binding.
They can help improve the efficiency of code that uses data structures.
• Traits help improve the portability of applications by removing hardware- and softwarespecific code from clients.
Our first example of a traits class was user-defined. We note that the STL and boost libraries
contain built-in traits classes that you can use in your applications. An important trait is
numeric_limits<T>; this class contains a wealth of information on numeric data types, for
example:
• Minimum and maximum values.
• Binary and decimal accuracy estimates.
• Whether a numeric type is signed.
• Whether a numeric type is integer.
• Machine precision information.
• Details about rounding behaviour.
This class should be used when creating scientific and numeric applications that use a range
of numeric data types such as float and double. By instantiating the traits class you will be
given the appropriate set of parameters and values. A simple template function to print some
numerical properties is:
template <typename Numeric>
void print(string& s)
{ // Numeric properties
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Numeric largest = numeric_limits<Numeric>::max();
Numeric smallest = numeric_limits<Numeric>::min();
//calculations done on a type are free of rounding errors.
bool exactYN = numeric_limits<Numeric>::is_exact;
// has integer representation
bool integerRepYN = numeric_limits<Numeric>::is_integer;
// etc. for the interested developer, see online documentation
cout << endl << "Numeric type is: " << s << endl;
cout << "Max, min: " << largest << ", " << smallest << endl;
// This function ensures values are printed as true or false, not 0 or 1
boolalpha(cout);
cout << "Free of rounding errors: " << exactYN << endl;
cout << "Integer representation: " << integerRepYN << endl;

}

We can then instantiate this template function by replacing the generic data type by built-in
types:
print<double> (string("double"));
print<int> (string("int"));
print<long> (string("long"));
print<unsigned int> (string("unsigned int"));
print<unsigned long> (string("unsigned long"));

The output from this program is:
Numeric type is: double
Max, min: 1.79769e+308, 2.22507e-308
Free of rounding errors: false
Integer representation: false
Numeric type is: int
Max, min: 2147483647, -2147483648
Free of rounding errors: true
Integer representation: true
Numeric type is: long
Max, min: 2147483647, -2147483648
Free of rounding errors: true
Integer representation: true
Numeric type is: unsigned int
Max, min: 4294967295, 0
Free of rounding errors: true
Integer representation: true
Numeric type is: unsigned long
Max, min: 4294967295, 0
Free of rounding errors: true
Integer representation: true
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Concluding, the use of traits in this case promotes portability and reusability of code because
it operates on a wide range of numeric data types.
We conclude this section with an example from matrix algebra. To this end, we note that
numerical analysis applications need matrices having various structures, for example (Bronson
1989):
• Dense (full) matrix.
• Band matrices (for example, tridiagonal and pentagonal matrices).
• Sparse matrices.
• Block-banded matrices, block tridiagonal.
• Lower-diagonal and upper-diagonal matrices.
• Symmetric matrices.
• Diagonal matrices.
Each kind of matrix needs its own storage scheme and to this end we model these structural
aspects using traits. We use template parameters as the following pseudo-code shows:
Matrix<typename DataType, typename Structure>

We have two template parameters, the first parameter for the underlying data type and the
second parameter that tells us which storage scheme is being used. Some instantiations are:
Matrix<double, Full>
Matrix<double, Tridiagonal>
Matrix<string, Sparse>
Matrix<Complex, Tridiagonal>

We used traits classes in Duffy 2004 and Duffy 2006 to model some of the above storage
schemes for one-dimensional and two-dimensional structures. For example, we define a class for
matrices having an embedded traits class as its storage scheme. The interface is:
// Default structure is FullArray with default allocator.
template <class V, class I=int, class S=FullMatrix<V> >
class Matrix
{
private:
S m_structure;
// The array structure
I m_rowstart;
// The row start index
I m_columnstart;
// The column start index
// Redundant data
size_t nr, nc;
public:
// public functions here
};

We see that the default trait is a full matrix called FullMatrix<V> whose interface is defined
in term of a nested data structure:
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template <class TValue, class TA=std::allocator<TValue> >
class FullMatrix: public MatrixStructure<TValue>
{
FullArray<FullArray<TValue, TA>,
std::allocator<FullArray<TValue, TA> > > m_structure;
// Redundant data
size_t nr, nc;
public:
//
};

Thus, a two-dimensional storage scheme is constructed by nesting two one-dimensional storage
schemes. The one-dimensional structure FullArray<TValue, TA> is defined as follows:
template <class V, class TA=std::allocator<V> >
class FullArray: public ArrayStructure<V>
{
private:
std::vector<V, TA> m_vector;
// Use STL vector class for storage
public:
//
};

We can create other structures as discussed in Duffy 2004. Summarising, a traits class is a
template class that is used instead of template parameters or default parameters in a member
function. As a class, it aggregates useful types and constants and as a template it provides a
way to achieve an ”extra level of indirection” to solve a number of software problems.

11.5.2

Policy-based Design (PBD)

The authors first came across this term in Alexandrescu 2001 where it is used in the context of
C++ template programming. We generalize it here to make it applicable to a range of software
techniques including component-based design, UML modeling and template programming.
The need for, and power of the PBD approach is that we can think about design of any
system by decomposing it into loosely coupled components. A component is a piece of software
that offers services in the form of groups of functions (called interfaces) to other potential client
components. In order to design a component we need to address the following issues:
• The products, services and (output) data that the component provides.
• The input data that the component requires from other components.
• The steps that map the input data to output data.
Carrying out these activities is part of the software design process and the end result is
a network of components, each one having well-defined responsibilities. (This software design
process is outside the scope of the current book.) We model these responsibilities by interfaces.
The resulting UML component diagram is shown in Figure 11.2 for the case of a component
called C1 that provides an interface I3 to potential clients and that requires interfaces I1 and I2.
In other words, C1 offers services but it also needs services from other server components. These
latter components will have responsibilities for services such as:
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Figure 11.2: Dimensions of Policy based Design

• S1: Object creation and initialization of simple and complex objects.
• S2: Authentication and authorization.
• S3: Execution of commands on behalf of component C1.
• S4: Execution of algorithms and extended functions of C1 (for example, Strategy and
Visitor patterns).
In particular, we should strive to create the components in Figure 11.2 so that they have
little overlapping functionality and each one should have one major responsibility. Let us take
an example in which we model scenario S1 above. In this case we model template components
that create objects (this example is based on Alexandrescu 2001, page 8). Clients then delegate

Figure 11.3: Creational Policies
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to these factory components when they need an object to be created. We depict the situation in
Figure 11.3. A client object delegates to factory objects. The base factory describes an interface:
template <class T> class Factory
{ // Base class for all factories
public:
virtual T* Create() = 0;
};

Derived classes implement this interface:
template <class T> class HeapFactory : public Factory<T>
{
public:
virtual T* Create()
{
cout << "Creating heap object\n";
return new T();
}
};
template <class T> class PrototypeFactory : public Factory<T>
{
private:
T* proto;
public:
PrototypeFactory () {T t; proto = &t;}
PrototypeFactory (T* prototype) { proto = prototype; }
virtual T* Create()
{
cout << "Creating prototype object\n";
return new T(*proto);
}
};

We now define the client classes can use these generic factory classes:
template <class CreationPolicy>
class ObjectManager : public CreationPolicy
{
public:
ObjectManager() {}
};

We can also define some synonyms to make our code more readable:
// Define host classes; app code
typedef ObjectManager<HeapFactory <Point> > MyHeapPointMgr;

Now we can use these classes in applications; in this case we manage two-dimensional points.
First, we create a useful template function that prompts the user to choose which specific factory
to use in subsequent code:
template <class T> Factory<T>* GetFactory()
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{
int choice = 1;
cout << "Factories: 1) Heap 2) Prototype ";
cin >> choice;
if (choice == 1)
{
return new HeapFactory<T>();
}
else
{
return new PrototypeFactory<T>();
}
}

Finally, we can write code that is independent of the way memory is allocated:
int main()
{
// Create a double
Factory<double>* fac = GetFactory<double>();
double* myval = fac->Create();
*myval = 0.001;
cout << "double is: " << *myval << endl;
// Create a point by choosing a factory
Factory<Point>* fac2 = GetFactory<Point>();
Point* pt2 = fac2->Create();
(*pt2).print();
// Create a point using heap allocation
MyHeapPointMgr myPoint;
Point* pt = myPoint.Create();
pt->x = 1.0;
pt->y = 2.0;
(*pt).print();

delete pt;
delete myval;
return 0;
}

11.5.3

When to using Inheritance and when to use Generics

We have employed two software programming models in this book, namely the object-oriented
and generic programming paradigms. A problem that we need to resolve when developing software systems is to determine which paradigm to choose in a given context and how to combine
the two paradigms to produce flexible and extendible software. But what do we mean by these
terms? Generic programming implements the concept of an Abstract Data Type (ADT) together
with operations or functions operating on data. In order to use the ADT we need to replace
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the abstract type by a specific type, for example an integer or a double. Having done this we
can then use all of the functions ’as is’ without any modifications whatsoever. This is called
parametric polymorphism. Object-oriented programming uses subtype polymorphism to define a
set of abstract or pure virtual functions in an abstract base class. The developer overrides these
functions in derived classes. Thus, in this case the emphasis is on defining various implementations of a common interface with less emphasis on the data types that the interface needs. Based
on these observations, these paradigms may or may not satisfy the software requirements in a
given context. In an ideal world, we would like to use the features from both paradigms but
again it depends on our requirements:
1) Flexible data types necessarily imply generic data structures.
2) Applying the Principle of Substitutability: we write a function using a reference to a base
class as input parameter. We can then call this code with an object of any derived class.
This principle allows us to define any number of derived classes and use them in applications
but they must implement the pure virtual functions that are defined in their base clas.
3) We would like to combine features 1) and 2) in applications.
We take an example on how to combine these two programming paradigms. This is the template class that models an n-factor stochastic differential equation based on Geometric Brownian
Motion. It does not model other kinds of random processes such as compound Poisson processes,
variance gamma processes or Levy processes (Cont 2004). For this reason we define a base class
that models stochastic differential equations and that subsumes all current and future specialisations. At the moment this non-templated base class had minimal functionality. However, it
does define a function that allows us to extend functionality using the Visitor pattern (this is
needed when we develop various kinds of finite difference schemes for SDEs as we saw in chapter
0):
class SdeThing
{
public:
// No virtual functions, yet
// Extend functionality with Visitor pattern
template <typename V, int N, int D>
void Accept(SdeVisitor<V,N,D>& sv) = 0;
};

The most important class for SDEs in this book is:
template <typename V, int N, int D> class SDE : public SdeThing
{ // Non-linear SDE; N is the number of independent variables and
// D is the number of Brownian motions
private:
FunctionWrapper<V, N> drift[N];
FunctionWrapper<V,N> diffusion[N][D];
Range<V> ran;
VectorSpace<V,N> ic;

// Interval in which SDE is defined
// Initial condition
//

public:
// see CD for full interface
};
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We model an SDE’s drift vector and diffusion matrix using arrays of function pointers. What
are the consequences of this approach? First of all, the major advantages are:
• A single template class can model any number of specific SDEs; this means that we do
not need to create a separate class for each kind of SDE (Heston, Asian, Spread) but we
instantiate the template class by giving the number of factors, underlying data type and
the specific drift and diffusion functions. This feature also promotes code maintainability.
• New kinds of stochastic differential equations can be created and incorporated into the
class hierarchy by using the GOF patterns, in particular, Decorator, Bridge and Composite.
Furthermore, we use factory patterns to instantiate the data and functions that we need in
order to create a specific SDE instance. Finally, the class hierarchy is structured in such a
way that makes it possible to extend the functionality of the classes in the hierarchy using
the Visitor pattern.
• There is a focus on compile-time structures and stack-based data; we can also create
redundant data structures in the SDE class so that they are initialized only once instead
of creating and deleting them (as volatile variables) each time they are called in a function
body.
• We hide low-level details concerning the creation of the SDE; we only need to know about
calculating the drift and diffusion functions.
• We can extend the SDE class if the need arises by deriving new classes from it and letting
the new class delegate to one of its Bridge implementations
Some of the possible disadvantages of this design approach are:
• Possible performances degradation; we use function pointers to implement the drift and
diffusion functions; function pointers are slower than function objects. Furthermore, function objects may have state (member data) and this is not possible with function pointers.
We discuss function objects in chapter 21.
• Extendibility problems; it is difficult to add extra structure to the SDE class in order to
accommodate new requirements. In particular, we may need to calibrate the data that the
SDE needs or we may need to interface to external files and databases. Furthermore, it is
also possible that an SDE can have a number of implementations for its drift and diffusion
functions (an example of this last requirement is the case of the Heston 2-factor model that
has three representations as discussed in chapter 5).
We are not saying that the above design is the one that should be taken in all situations. There
are other, equally valid approaches to the design of the current problem. If the design satisfies
the stipulated requirements (whatever they might be) then you are finished.
In general, we are modelling data and operations on that data and we can think of many
ways of implementing these features in C++:
• Create a struct to define the data and use function pointers to access the data in the struct.
This would be the approach in classic C.
• Define the data and functions in a namespace and use this namespace in applications.
This approach is useful when we wish to develop a prototype solution to a problem. The
advantage is also that we can migrate the code to an object-oriented model in later versions
of the code.
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• Create an empty base class for all stochastic differential equations and derive your specialized classes from this base class.
• Using the Bridge pattern in combination with class hierarchies to separate applicationspecific behaviour from implementation details.

11.6

Creating Templated Design Patterns

The GOF patterns are based on a small number of fundamental assumptions, namely:
1) They are implemented by defining a class hierarchy in which the base class as private
member data is abstract and its derived classes - that represent specialisations in general
- implement the pure virtual member functions from the base class.
2) Client code accesses the classes in the hierarchy by defining a pointer to the base class or by
using a reference to it in a function. In this way we achieve high levels of maintainability in
the code because of support for the Principle of Substitutability and subtype polymorphism.
There are many examples in this and other books (Duffy 2004, GOF 1995) and this technique
should be familiar to the reader at this stage.
Notwithstanding the advantages of the object-oriented realization of the GOF patterns there
are some shortcomings that severely reduce their applicability in applications. In general, these
inherent limitations are caused by the use of (class-based) inheritance and by the lack of support
for generic data types:
• Using class hierarchies implies that clients must derive their classes from the base class
if they wish to avail of the features in the patterns. This action is not always desirable
because it introduces more coupling into the application code; furthermore, it could reduce
performance because calling a virtual function is more expensive than calling a non-virtual
function (in general, we have seen that calling a virtual function is between two and ten
times as costly as calling the equivalent non-virtual function; we discuss these and other
performance issues in chapter 21).
• Inheritance is the C++ way of realizing the ISA or Generalisation/Specialisation relationship between classes. This is a semantic relationship and there is a possibility that
the developer has modelled the wrong relationship or has modelled it incorrectly. The
consequences are that the corresponding code is hard to maintain at best or semantically
incorrect at worst.
• The data types used in the GOF patterns are hard-coded by definition; they do not discuss
how the patterns could be adapted to support generic data types; in fairness, the original
patterns book was written when C++ did not (fully) support the template mechanism.
Furthermore, the only way to support different data structures when implementing a wholepart or object composite structure is to create a separate derived class for each specific
implementation (for example, one class that uses a list, another that uses a vector and so
on).
In the following sections we discuss these problems and we resolve them using templates.
In general, genericity is achieved by defining template classes having one or more template
parameters; each parameter corresponds to a specific design dimension.

11.7. A GENERIC SINGLETON PATTERN

11.7
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A generic Singleton Pattern

The intent of this pattern is to create a class that has one instance. It is not possible - by accident
or deliberately - to create a second instance of the class because of the way the pattern has been
implemented. The pattern provides a global access point to the singleton object. The GOF
implementation of this pattern uses inheritance to create specialised singleton classes. There are
memory problems associated with this GOF pattern but a discussion of this well-documented
problem is outside the scope of this book (see Google or Alexandrescu 2001, for example). In
our opinion, it is better not to fret about the Singleton pattern at all because the added value
in applications is not commensurate with the effort needed to implement and maintain it in our
opinion.
We discuss our implementation of the generic Singleton pattern. First, it is a template class
and second it contains an embedded object (a destroyer) whose role is to delete the singleton
when the former goes out of scope. The interface is similar to that of the GOF Singleton but
instead of defining a class whose member data is a static pointer to itself we define a template
class:
template<class Type>
class Singleton
{ // Templated Singleton class
private:
static Type* ins;
// This class deletes singleton at destruction time
static Destroyer<Type> des;
// This class deletes singleton at destruction time
protected:
Singleton();
Singleton(const Singleton<Type>& source);
virtual ~Singleton();
Singleton<Type>& operator = (const Singleton<Type>& source);
public:
static Type* instance();
};

The Singleton pattern is used when we need to be sure that we are working with a unique,
globally accessible object. For Monte Carlo applications, we see some examples of where the
pattern can be used:
• Global data and settings (for example, a calendar).
• A global algorithm to be applied on multiple data sets.
• User settings and preferences.
• Many of the GOF patterns are best modelled as singletons (for example, a builder object).
We take three examples. The first example shows how to create a singleton object class and
it is for pedagogical reasons. First, the embedded class is defined as:
class AnyOldThing
{ // Hello world, 101 example
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private:
int j;
public:
AnyOldThing() { j = 0;}
int& coeff(){ return j;}
};

We show how to use the singleton in combination with this class; we note that although the
embedded object is unique it is not read-only and hence can be modified:
// 101 example, get it working
AnyOldThing* pp = Singleton<AnyOldThing>::instance();
cout << "Old value: " << pp -> coeff() << endl;
Singleton<AnyOldThing>::instance()->coeff() = 3.0;
cout << "New value: " << pp -> coeff() << endl;

The second example creates a singleton object representing a set of dates. This could be useful
when creating calendars, sets of special business days and other temporal types in fixed-income
applications, for example:
// Unique set of dates
DatasimDate today;
DatasimDate tomorrow = today + 1;
DatasimDate theDayAfterTomorrow = tomorrow + 1;
// Create the singleton set of dates
Set<DatasimDate>* birthdays =
Singleton<Set<DatasimDate> >::instance();
// Add some birthdays
birthdays->Insert(today);
birthdays->Insert(tomorrow);
birthdays->Insert(theDayAfterTomorrow);
// Now print the singleton
Set<DatasimDate>::const_iterator iter;
for (iter = birthdays->begin(); iter != birthdays->end(); ++iter)
{
cout << *iter << endl;
}

The third example is interesting for data-driven applications (for example, for the Monte
Carlo method). In particular, many applications are based on a Blackboard or Data Repository
(POSA 1996) pattern in which a global data structure is accessed and modified by multiple
threads. For example, let us take the data in the Heston model. The structure is:
template <typename V> struct HestonStruct
{ // Defining properties of class, already discussed in chapter 5
V T;
V r, q;
V kappa, theta, epsilon;
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V rho;

// Correlation

V IC_S;
V IC_V;

// initial conditions S, V
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};

We initialize the data in this structure as follows:
// Defining a global data structur
HestonStruct<double> data;
data.T = 1.0; data.r = 0.1; data.q = 0.0;
data.kappa = 1.98837; data.theta = 0.1089;
data.epsilon = 0.15; data.rho = -0.9;
data.IC_S = 123.4; // ATM
data.IC_V = 0.37603 * 0.37603;

Next, we create a singleton object that contains the data:
HestonStruct<double>* SharedDataArea =
Singleton<HestonStruct<double> >::instance();
// Modify the shared data structure
SharedDataArea->r = 0.1;
cout << "Interest rate: " <<
(*Singleton<HestonStruct<double> >::instance()).r << endl;

We have now completed the examples to show how the Singleton pattern is used. Finally, we
note that the Singleton pattern is not thread-safe. We discuss threading in chapters 24 and 25.

11.8

Generic Composite Structures

The Composite pattern models nested objects and tree structures that represent whole-part
hierarchies. The pattern allows clients to treat individual objects and compositions of objects
uniformly. Some examples of composites are:
• Directories (may contain files, symbolic links and other directories).
• GUI dialog boxes can contain controls (such as buttons and text boxes) and other dialog
boxes.
• Hardware systems can be decomposed into logical areas; each area can contain other areas.
• A region in n-dimensional Euclidean space consists of sub-regions (recursive data pattern).
• Objects in CAD (Computer Aided Design) applications are typically composites.
• An algorithm consists of other algorithms.
• A portfolio consists of sub-portfolios.
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A composite object is a recursive aggregate, which is an object that may contain simple (or
atomic) objects as well as other composite objects. For example, in the graphical user interface
(GUI) example above the simple objects correspond to GUI controls such as text boxes, buttons
and other simple ’toolbox’ objects while the composite objects correspond to list boxes, group
boxes, panel and split containers.
The authors have developed applications that use the above composite objects by implementing the steps that are advocated in GOF 1995. We adopted the object-oriented approach
and this entails code duplication because the code is always the same except that the base class
name is different in each case. In particular, the first composite that we ever developed was for
geometric objects in CAD. The structure is defined as:
class ShapeComposite: public Shape // Shape is abstract base class
{
private:
// The shapelist using the STL list
std::list<Shape*> sl;
public:
// Member functions here
};

Developing composite classes for other hierarchies - for example dialog boxes - involved copying the code and replacing the word Shape by Control:
class ControlComposite: public Control
{ // Control =abstract base class
private:
// The Controllist using the STL list
std::list<Control*> sl;
public:
// Member functions here
};

We came to the realisation that a template-based approach was the correct way to implement
a composite class; this tactic saves unnecessary code duplication. The templated interface is now:
template <typename T>
class GenericComposite: public T
{
private:
// The element list using the STL list
std::list<T*> sl;
void Copy(const GenericComposite<T>& source);
public:
// member functions
};
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The code for the public member functions is written once because all specific composites will now
be created using template specialisation, for example: GenericComposite<Shape> nestedShape;
GenericComposite<Control> dialogBox; The advantage is that the developer only has to write
the code for the templated composite class once. The current implementation uses an STL list
to hold the data while all memory allocation and deallocation issues are taken care of in the
composite class, in particular, the composite’s destructor deletes all the pointers in the embedded list (in chapter 13 we give an exercise in which we use template template parameters to
generalize the implementation of the data structure. Furthermore, we use the shared memory
pointers instead of using ’raw’ C++ pointers).
We now discuss the public member functions in this class:
• Constructors and destructor
GenericComposite();
// Default constructor
GenericComposite(const GenericComposite& source);
virtual ~GenericComposite();
// Destructor

• Adding an element to the composite
void push_front(T* s);
void push_back(T* s);

// Add element at the beginning
// Add element at the end

• Other removal operations

void
void
void
void

RemoveFirst();
RemoveLast();
RemoveAll();
Remove(T* t);

//
//
//
//

Remove
Remove
Remove
Delete

first element
last element
all elements
ptr+remove from list

• Defining iterators in order to navigate in the composite
iterator begin();
const_iterator begin() const;
iterator end();
const_iterator end() const;

//
//
//
//

Return
Return
Return
Return

iterator at begin
const iterator at begin
iterator after end
const iterator after end

We take a simple example to show how to use the new templated composite class. The current
example shows the essential syntax. To this end, we define a base class and two derived classes:
class Base
{ // Class with non-virtual destructor
private:
public:
Base() { }
virtual ~Base() { cout << "Base destructor\n\n"; }
virtual void Print() const {cout << "base class print\n ";};
virtual Base* Copy() const { return new Base(*this); }
};
class Derived : public Base
{ // Derived class
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private:
public:
Derived() : Base() {
virtual ~Derived() {
virtual void Print()
virtual Base* Copy()
};

}
cout << "Derived destructor\n"; }
const { cout << "\tDerived object\n";}
const { return new Derived(*this); }

class Derived2 : public Base
{ // Derived class
private:
public:
Derived2() : Base() { }
virtual ~Derived2() { cout << "Derived2 destructor\n"; }
virtual void Print() const { cout << "\tDerived2 object\n";}
virtual Base* Copy() const { return new Derived2(*this); }
};

When using the generic composite class we have the option of instantiating the class or creating
a derived class of the instantiated composite class as follows:
class CompositeClass: public GenericComposite<Base>
{ // Define a nested class, note we must implement *print()*!
public:
// Other functions here
void Print() const
{
cout << "\n*** Big GC\n";
GenericComposite<Base>::const_iterator it;

for (it= this->begin(); it!=this->end(); it++)
{
(*it)->Print();
}
}
// Don’t forget the deep copy
Base* Copy() const { return new CompositeClass(*this); }
};

We are now ready to use the composite:
// Create a composite with two leaves
CompositeClass* myComp1 = new CompositeClass;
myComp1->push_front(new Derived);
myComp1->push_back(new Derived2);
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// Create a composite containing a leaf and another composite
CompositeClass* myComp2 = new CompositeClass;
Base* d11 = new Derived;
myComp2->push_front(d11);
myComp2->push_front(new Derived);
myComp2->push_back(myComp1);
myComp2->Print();
// Delete ’root’ composite
delete myComp2;
// The next line will give a run-time error because
// myComp1 has been deleted from within myComp2
// !!!!! delete myComp1;

Please note the memory deallocation regime; we only need to explicitly delete the root
composite object; its destructor recursively deletes its parts. Ideally, if we used the boost library’s
shared pointers then no explicit delete is needed. We discuss this topic in chapter 13.

11.8.1

Applications of generic Composites

Composite structures can be found in many applications:
• Composite data structures (for example, portfolios/structured products).
• In applications (for example, composite algorithms acting on a data structure).
• Creating new classes from composites using inheritance, composition and other semantic
modeling techniques.
• Composite GOF patterns.
Regarding this last category we can think about composite creational, structural and behavioural
patterns. This is not to say that all combinations are of practical applicability but some are
important:
• Builder (contractors and sub-contractors).
• Proxy (combining different kinds of proxy).
• Command (composite commands are macros and we use them for scripting purposes)
• Strategy (an algorithm may consist of other algorithms).
• Visitor (this is similar to how a composite Strategy works).
In exercise 4 of this chapter concers nested intervals in one dimension. We can then use them
when developing adaptive mesh strategies for finite difference meshing applications.
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11.9

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter discussed a number of modern design techniques and C++ syntax that we use as
building blocks in complex applications. We introduced traits, template template parameters
and policy-based design. We ported a number of the GOF patterns to their generic equivalents.
Finally, the synergy between the object-oriented and generic programming models leads to code
that helps in the construction of C++ software frameworks.
C++ is evolving and it has the most extensive support for the generic programming models
of all the object-oriented programming languages at the moment of writing. We only need to
witness how the boost library is evolving to convince ourselves of this fact. Finally, software
developers are becoming acquainted with C++ template programming.

11.10

Exercises and Projects

1. (Traits and Pseudo-Random Number Generators. ***)
We discuss the implementation of Schrage’s method (Schrage 1979) using traits. This is
an algorithm for multiplying two 32-bit integers modulo a 32-bit constant without having
any intermediate value larger than 32 bits. It is implemented in Press 2002. The objective
in this exercise is to re-engineer it using traits. We first describe the method and we show
the C++ code that needs to be re-engineered.
Again, we start with equation (11.1) but now we wish to factorise the modulus c in the
approximate form:

c = aq + r, or q = [c/a] where [c/a] denotes the integer part of c/a, and r = c mod a.

if r is small (r < q) and 0 < z < c − 1 we have

az mod c =


a(z mod q) − r[z/a]




 when this expression ≥ 0


a(z mod q) − r[z/q] + c



when this expression < 0

We now come to coding issues and we give the header and code files for the original
implementation based on Press 2002. First, the header file is given by:
class Ran0
{
public:
Ran0(long Seed = 1, long Dim = 1, long a = 16807,
long c = 2147483647, long q = 127773, long r = 2836);
double GetRandomNumber(unsigned long NthElement);
void SetSeed(long Seed);
private:
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Seed;
Dim;
a;
c;
q;
r;

};

Please note that we use default values in the constructor and these will be replaced by trait
values in the new version. The source file is:
Ran0::Ran0(long Seed_, long Dim_, long a_, long c_, long q_, long r_)
: Seed(Seed_), a(a_), c(c_), q(q_), r(r_)
{
if (Seed ==0)
Seed=1;
if (a == 0)
a = 16807;
if (c == 0)
c = 2147483647;
if(q==0)
q = 127773;
if(r==0)
r = 2836;
if (Dim ==0)
Dim = 1;
}
void Ran0::SetSeed(long Seed_)
{
Seed=Seed_;
if (Seed ==0) // To ensure RNG does not only return zeroes
Seed=1;
}
double Ran0::GetRandomNumber(unsigned long NthElement)
{
long k;
k=Seed/q;
Seed=a*(Seed-k*q)-r*k;
if (Seed < 0)
Seed += c;
return Seed * 1.0/(1.0+c);
}

Create a new traits class by re-engineering this code. Test the code using the LCG class
as discussed in section 11.5.1.
2. (Improving the Portability and Maintainability of the LCG class, **)
The LCG uses class well-known and unreliable ANSI C functions to generate seeds and
random numbers, as seen in the code:
void InitSeed()
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{// Initialise seed
// Call ONCE ONCE ONCE before other ’generator’ functions
srand((unsigned) time (0));
// Get the seed
X0 = rand();
}

In order to make the code more portable we would like to use different and more robust
functions. One example is to be found in Windows XP. It is called rand_s(). It offers
a number of advantages; first, it is re-entrant (this means that it can be safely executed
concurrently; that is, this function can be re-entered while it is already running), it is secure
and no seed value is needed. An example of using it is:
// Define _CRT_RAND_S prior to inclusion statement.
#define _CRT_RAND_S
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <limits.h>
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main( void )
{
unsigned int
errno_t

number;
err;

// Display 10 random integers in the range [ 1,10 ].
for(int i = 0; i < 10; ++i)
{
err = rand_s( &number );
if (err != 0)
{
cout << "The rand_s function failed!\n";
}
cout << (unsigned int)
((double)number /(double) UINT_MAX * 10.0) + 1 << endl;
}
cout << endl;
// Display 10 random doubles between 0 and max.
for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i)
{
err = rand_s( &number );
if (err != 0)
{
cout << "The rand_s function failed!\n";
}
cout << endl << (double)number / (double)UINT_MAX * max;
}
}

The objective of this exercise is to apply a design pattern that allows client code to choose
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the appropriate random number generator. Of course, no hard-wired if-else or switch
statements are allowed.
3. (Implementing C++ Traits for Matrix Storage Schemes, **)
In section 11.5.1 we discussed how to create matrix classes having a variety of data structures; in this case we used nested STL vectors. The question now is to determine how to
implement the other patterns using a combination of vectors and maps.
4. (Composite Range, ***)
We use a class called Range<T> that models one-dimensional intervals. The interface is
(code on CD):
template <class Type> class Range
{
private:
Type lo;
Type hi;
public:
// Constructors
Range();
Range(const Type& low, const Type& high);
Range(const Range<Type>& ran2);

// Default constructor
// Low and high value
// Copy constructor

// Destructor
virtual ~Range();
// Modifier functions
void low(const Type& t1);
void high(const Type& t1);

// Sets the low value of range
// Sets the high value of range

//Accessing functions
Type low() const;
Type high() const;

// Lowest value in range
// Highest value in the range

Type spread() const;

// High - Low value

// Boolean functions
bool left(const Type& value) const;
bool right(const Type& value) const;
bool contains(const Type& value) const;

// Is the value to left
// Is the value to right
// Range contain value?

// Utility functions
Vector<Type, long> mesh(long nSteps) const;// Mesh
// Operator overloading
Range<Type>& operator = (const Range<Type>& ran2);
};

Create a class that models nested ranges (use the generic Composite class), as in:
typedef GenericComposite<Range> AdaptiveRange;
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This class can then be used to model adaptive meshes for the finite difference methods, for
example.

5. (Object-Oriented or Generic Design of Payoff Functions, ***)
We apply the techniques from section 11.3 to the design and implementation of payoff
functions for Asian option. In this case let us assume that the client class implements
the essential properties of an Asian option while the server class models the four different
payoff functions (that is, fixed strike and floating strike payoffs for call and put option).
Answer the following questions:
a) Implement these classes using the four main scenarios as discussed in section 11.3
(hint: one way to get the code up and running is to copy the code that implements
the classes in section 11.3 and change the names to the current settings).
b) Which of the four scenarios do you prefer and would use more than the others? (hint:
functionality, reliability and efficiency are useful metrics)
c) Apply the creational policies in section 11.5.2 to allow us to create instances of payoff
classes on the heap or by using prototypical copies.

